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celebration for , at which time he allegedly engaged in a prolonged hug, telling 
 how good it felt to hug her.  denied this ever happened. 

 stated there was a second similar hug a couple of weeks later that also seemed 
romantic in nature. Again,  denied any such interaction between the two of them. In 
this case,  immediately went to  and reported what had occurred.  
described  as “shaking and crying” while she described what had happened, and felt 
that  seemed upset at work from that point forward.  also verified she was aware 

 messaged saying she was upset about what had occurred between them 
that night, and saw text message to  apologizing to her. 

While  was not present during either of the hugs, or the subsequent alleged conversations 
between  and  regarding his feeling,  was providing information 
to her about the situation at the time it was occurring. The fact that  was providing this 
information to  bolsters ’s credibility. It is also significant that  asked 

 not to report the harassment, and did not pursue an investigation into the harassment, 
demonstrating that  did not intend for an investigation to take place. The concern came 
to the Title IX office much later through , and the decision to investigate the allegation 
was made by the Title IX office. It was not prompted by , again demonstrating that she 
did not intend to pursue the matter. 

’s actions both at the time of the alleged harassment and in the time following shows it 
is unlikely she was inventing the allegation or was planning to set up  for some 
reason. If she had some motivation to invent an allegation to get  in trouble, there is 
no reason she would have asked  to keep the allegation private, or to not report it directly to 
the Title IX office or up her chain of command. And as noted above, although the concern 
eventually made its way to the Title IX office, it was not by . 

In  interview, even he did not call into question ’s credibility or accuse 
her of falsely inventing allegations against him. When asked why he thought the allegations were 
made, he accused another staff member of making up the allegations, even stating that the staff 
member accused him of harassing someone else. There is no evidence that the staff member he 
named had any knowledge of ’s allegations, knowledge of this investigation, or 
involvement in this allegation coming to the Title IX office. 

In addition to  statements about what  told her at the time of  
alleged behavior,  also provided information that appears to support ’s version 
of the events. While  did not report the harassment to ,  did become 
concerned about the relationship between  and  after discovering 
information  had saved about the harassment. This was information  saved 
contemporaneously when the behavior was occurring, but was discovered by  only after 

 had left   
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